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Black holes are (pure) general-relativistic objects 



Kerr black-hole solution: the Carter-Penrose diagram
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Stretched horizon or membrane 
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Rotation of Kerr space-time

Penrose ‘69





The whole of space-time 
rotates, including the horizon. 
It is impossible to change the 
rotation of external space-time 
without changing the black-hole 
rotation.
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Non-linear relation between BH mass and rotational energy
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Penrose process
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- timelike (at ∞ ) stationarity Killing 4-vector

- spacelike axisymmetry Killing 4-vector

ZAMO - Zero Angular-Momentum Observers

.-

There are no stationary (u ~ η) observers 

in the ergoregion (η·η > 0) but there are 
observers rotating with spacetime:

u·u ≤ 0➝	 ➝

➝	 ➝

➝	 	 	 ➝

for ZAMOs



 Therefore energy measured by ZAMOs is 
always non-negative:
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T - energy moment tensor

- null energy condition

• Energy conservation

Noether current (« energy 
momentum density vector »)

so by Stoke’s theorem:





***********************************************

angular-momentum density vector 



For a matter distribution or a nongravitational field 
obeying the null energy condition, a necessary and 
sufficient condition for energy extraction from a 
rotating black hole is that it absorbs negative 
energy ΔEH  and negative angular momentum ΔJH .

Energy « gain »:

can be positive, if and only if 

We refer to any such process as a Penrose process.



implies 

but since is a future-directed null vector

this is possible if, and only if        is either
(i) spacelike, or 
(ii) or past-directed timeline or past-directed null

Penrose process in terms of the Noether current



Mechanical Penrose process



so it is timelike and past-directed
(which is possible in the ergosphere only)
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Mechanical Penrose process



General electromagnetic field

Therefore the integrand in is:

since 

• pseudoelectric field 1-form on H 



Hence

or

therefore

if 

Since is tangent to H  

This is the most general condition on any 
electromagnetic field configuration 
allowing black-hole energy extraction 
through a Penrose process

( )



Stationary and axisymmetric electromagnetic field

therefore

Φ, Ψ and I are gauge-invariant. Introducing a 1-
form A such that F=dA one can choose A so that 

and is a pure gradient.



Force free case (Blandford-Znajek)

- electric 4-current. From stationarity

so there exists a function ω(Ψ) such that



(Blandford & Znajek 1977)
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• therefore on H and
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Blandford-Znajek = Penrose



Tchekhovskoy, Narayan, McKinney, Blandford

MAD (magnetically chocked) flows



Tchekhovskoy, Narayan, McKinney, Blandford

MAD (magnetically chocked) flows
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MAD at horizon



Noether current in GRMHD
MHD:

Magnetic field vector

Hence the energy-momentum tensor

Noether current



Noether current in GRMHD
MHD:

Magnetic field vector

Hence the energy-momentum tensor

Noether current

>0 in the ergosphere



Noether current: MAD



Conclusions
The Blandford-Znajek mechanism is rigorously a 
Penrose process. 

GRMHD simulations of Magnetically Arrested 
Discs correctly (from the point of view of General 
Relativity) describe extraction of black-hole 
rotational energy through a Penrose process.


